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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2011147895A1] The invention relates to a method for storing sound and images in a memory, wherein said method comprises the
storage in a memory of at least one sequence including a first file taking up a digital image m (1=m=M) and a second file taking up the sound
pertaining to data connected with the digital image m in question, said image taken up in the first file being displayed on a monitor, and is
characterized in that a verification is carried out to determine whether and at what time a place j=1 (1=j=J) was pointed at in the displayed image,
and at what time the recording of the sound is triggered, a clock being started at the time when the recording of the sound is triggered, and in that,
when it is determined that the place j was pointed at in the displayed image, the coordinates (xj.yj) of the pointed at place j are stored in a third file
(f3j) which is part of said sequence, and in that a first time (t1j), which is indicated by the clock at the time when the sound to be associated with
the place j is produced, is recorded, and in that a time period (?tj) during which the production of the sound associated with the place j is or can be
carried out is taken up, the first time (t1j) and the time period (?tj) being stored in a fourth file (f4j) which is part of said sequence, said storage of the
sound in the second file (f2j) is carried out by storing the sound produced during said time period (?tj).
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